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Wake Boats and the Lake Auman Community
Steven Short
Lots 3131 and 7745
Why would anyone single out a single type of water vessel amongst the
many vessel types that utilize the waters of Lake Auman? Of all vessels
registered and those that don’t require registration, from I/O and outboard
power boats, bass boats, pontoon boats, sailboats, kayaks, paddle boards,
and wake boats, only the wake boats, when operated as designed, produce
a wake that can negatively impact every other boat on the same body of
water through which these boats travel. Additionally, the energy of the
wake generated by wake boats in a bulkheaded lake results in erosion of
the lake bottom at the bulkhead as well as potential damage to boats
secured at lakeside docks. Not one of the other boat types listed above can
or will produce wakes of comparable size and energy content as those that
result from a wake boat producing a surfing wake. The members of this
community who enjoy recreation on Lake Auman should not be subjected
to nor be required to experience the negative impact of extreme wakes
produced by wake boats. As will be documented below, wake boats, in
comparison with ski boats or any other powerboat operating on Lake
Auman, are unique and optimized in their slenderness ratios, Froude
numbers, and design for the purpose of generating extreme wakes. These
facts are not be interpreted as indicating that the owners of wake boat, who
are also residents of the Seven Lakes West community and represent
about 5% of the total power boating population, should be prevented from
enjoying their form of recreational boating on Lake Auman. But, it is equally
clear if all are to enjoy different forms of recreational boating on Lake
Auman, there will have to be compromise amongst members of the Lake
Auman boating community. The rules and regulations governing Lake
Auman boating must be significantly revised to take into consideration the
energy content of wakes produced by wake boats. In conjunction with
changes to lake use rules, regulation enforcement should be markedly
strengthened and all violations of lake rules should be accompanied by
substantial fines. Appropriate and reasoned regulation and enforcement
benefits everyone and when followed ensures safety for all.
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Vessel Wave Wake Energy: Equivalence of Non-Equivalence
Every vessel that utilizes Lake Auman generates a wake. It is the
magnitude of the wakes, i.e., energy content, that separates one vessel
from another. As wake size increases, the potential for damage to docked
boats, harm to swimmers at the shoreline, and lake bottom erosion leading
to problems with bulkhead structural integrity also increase proportionally.
Wake production by a vessel is a function of the length Froude number [ FrL
= speed/(gravitational acceleration)(waterline length) ] and the vessels
Slenderness Ratio [ SR = waterline length / (displacement)1/3] . In deep
water as in Lake Auman, a vessel will generate the largest wake when the
Froude number is range bound, 0.4 ≤ FrL ≤ 0.5. For wake boats, this
corresponds to speeds in the 8 -12 mph range and is boat dependent. The
second important factor governing wake size and energy content is the
Slenderness Ratio and the smaller the SR value, the higher the energy
content of the wakes produced. The converse also holds, i.e., large SR
values define boats producing lower energy wakes. These relationships are
clearly shown by the data plotted in Table 4 below from Macfarlane [2018].
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Simplistically, wake energy content for a given boat type is dependent on
boat speed (FrL) and boat weight (SR). It has been suggested by some in
this community that there is little difference between wave wakes produced
by ski boats and wake boats. It should be noted that ski boats are designed
to have high Froude numbers and maximal Slenderness Ratios so that they
do not create rough water for the towed skier. In the design of wake boats,
the Froude numbers are range bounded as given above and the
Slenderness Ratios are minimal. In addition, wake boats incorporate wake
enhancement devices (WED) whose primary purpose is to ensure
generation of large displacement wakes. WEDs increase wake waves by
(1) increasing ballast; (2) modifying the hull design; (3) installation of stern
wedge platforms which impacts vessel trim; (4) allowing operation at slower
speeds than ski vessels; and (5) installation of elevated towing platforms
[Ruprecht et al., 2015]. Clearly, these vessel design facts fail to support the
contention made by some that there is little difference between ski and
wake boats. It should also be noted that wake boats, when operating under
non-wake boarding/wake surfing conditions produce wakes
indistinguishable from those from other power boats. Thus, these boats are
not obligatorily destined to always produce high-energy wave wakes.
What data exists in the literature that can be used to inform the generation
of rules/regulations for wake boarding and wake surfing on Lake Auman?
The Goudey study [2015], which was funded by the Water Sport Industry
Association (WSIA), has been described by some as the hallmark study for
this topic. This report has been cited on numerous occasions involving
discussion of wake boating at Lake Committee and at the recent board
meeting to indicate equivalence between wake surfing and water skiing. It
should be noted that this data was generated with a single boat (23 ft.
Nautique), having different levels of ballasting and traveling at different
speeds. Moreover, the Goudey study was conducted in a lake having an
eelgrass and peppergrass shoreline. The importance of this fact is that
vegetation at the shore completely deenergizes wave wakes thus
eliminating any wake impact on the shoreline. For the Goudey summary,
only the deep water conditions should be considered, i.e., those conditions
that approximate the waters of Lake Auman. In this 2015 study, if one
considers the 23 ft, 5900 lb Nautique at 20-30 mph to represent the
reference vessel, the wave heights for wake surfing and wake boarding at
200 ft. from the sailing line are 2.2-fold higher and 1.4-fold higher than the
value recorded with the “unballasted” Nautique.
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At 300 feet from the sailing line, the wake height under surfing conditions
only decreased by half. These wave height differences at first glance don’t
seem to be different and could support a quasi-equivalent relation between
wave wakes generated by a ski boat and wake boat. But, the height
differences are significant since they are being compared against “control
waves” generated by the same, unballasted but heavy (5900 lb.), boat as
reference. As described in the above discussion of factors influencing wake
energy/height, weight is critical. Had an actual ski boat (2500-3000 lb.),
been used as reference as in the study conducted by Macfarlane [2018],
the wake height differences reported would have been more pronounced
for the wake surfing and wake boarding conditions and less in agreement
with the views of WSIA. The results presented in the Goudey study should
be compared against the data in Ruprecht et al., [2015] and Macfarland
[2018], plus the wake height data collected on Lake Auman at our bulkhead
(170 Simmons Dr.).
The Ruprecht et al. [2015] study focused on the energies of wake waves
generated by WED equipped wakeboarding boats (Table 1).
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Their data (Tables 5 & 7), collected under rigorous and standardized
conditions, revealed the wave energy associated with the single maximum
wave height (E-Hmax) produced by a wake surfing vessel (1102 kg.m/s2) is
3.8-fold greater than the energy produced by the same boat when
operating under wake boarding conditions (286 & 293 kg.m/s2) and about
2-fold greater than for wake boat maximum wave conditions (595 & 700
kg.m/s2 verses 1102 kg.m/s2). These data stand in contrast to those
contained in the WSIA executive summary in that they clearly establish
different wake energy states produced by wake boats operating under
wake boarding and wake surfing conditions.
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Based on their experimental results and data analysis plus data from the
Decision Support System (DSS) database [Glamore & Badenhop, 2007],
Ruprecht et al. [2015] concluded:
“OPERATIONAL WAKE SURFING HAS BEEN SHOWN TO PRODUCE SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFERENT WAVES TO WAKE BOARDING AND WATERSKIING.
IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THESE THREE ACTIVITIES BE ASSESSED AND
MANAGED SEPARATELY.
A COMMON FEASIBLE MANAGEMENT OPTION IS TO RESTRICT THOSE ACTIVITIES
TO WIDE PARTS OF THE RIVER/LAKE TO ALLOW FOR NATURAL WAVE HEIGHT
ATTENUATION.
IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS, WHERE MAXIMUM WAVE HEIGHT IS A CONCERN, AND
INSUFFICIENT DISTANCE IS AVAILABLE TO ALLOW FOR NATURAL ATTENUATION,
MANAGEMENT OF THE SPORT MAY RESULT IN RESTRICTING ACTIVITIES OR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTIFICIAL SHORELINE ENHANCEMENTS (I.E. BANK
ARMOURING, RIP-RAP, ROCK FILLETS ETC.).”

The second wave wake study identified above was conducted by
Macfarlane on the Williamette River in collaboration with the Oregon River
Safety and Preservation Alliance [2018]. In this scientifically controlled and
rigorous study, maximum wave height and energy produced by different
vessels designed for differing water sport activities were compared under
defined conditions [Macfarlane, 2018]. Importantly for the current Lake
Auman AHC discussion, comparisons of wave energy were benchmarked
against waves generated by typical ski boats operating at a speed
commonly used for water skiing and tubing (Table 1, below).
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The wave energies recorded by Macfarlane Williamette River study are
plotted in Figure 11 and can be summarized as follows: (1) the waves for
the Reinell and Nautique 200 benchmark boats as a function of distance
from the sailing path possessed an energy content of ~30lb.ft/ft.. The
energetics of the waves produced by the ballasted and unballested wake
boats were superior to those of the benchmark boats at all distances.
Notably, for the test boats, wave energies varied with boat, that is as a
function of their slenderness ratio and Froude number. Since run speed
was constant (Froude number), the important variable is boat weight (i.e.,
SR). The spread noted in Fig. 11 for wave energy data clearly emphasizes
that not all wake boats will generate a wave wake of equal size and
intensity. Previously on Lake Auman, the wake boats were predominantly
lighter in weight, had fewer WED modifications, and were of lower
horsepower; but now, the newer wake boats are substantially heavier, fully
equipped with WEDs, and have higher horsepower engines. This shift in
boat population is a major contributor to the current wave wake problems
on Lake Auman. If the data in Figure 11 is examined in terms of boat type
relative to the benchmark boats, it is clear that ballasted wake boats
produce wakes at all distances that are greater than the benchmark boats
[Macfarlane, 2018]. For each distance, collectively these wave energy
differences are ~10-fold at 100 feet, ~6.4-fold at 200 feet, 4.5-fold at 300
feet, and 4.1-fold at 400 feet. All of these values represent wakes of
considerable energies. But, examination within a single distance class
reveals an ~2-fold difference in wave energy content highlighting the fact
that not all wake boats produce equivalent wakes when fully ballasted.
However, in every case, the energy content of wave wakes produced by
any wake boat is significantly greater than the wave wake produced by a
ski boat. Cox and Macfarlane have described recent full-scale experiments
conducted at the Australian Maritime College involving 10 typical vessels,
including the latest water skiing and wake boats [2019]. Their data have
confirmed that the energy of the maximum wave created by a modern wake
boat at optimal speed can be an order of magnitude greater than those
from water skiing activities at much higher speeds. Cox and Macfarlane
further commented that “ Not surprisingly, those who choose to wakesurf in
populated areas or narrow waterways with sensitive banks are likely to
receive vigorous complaints, something that is occurring increasingly on
waterways around the world.”
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The foregoing has detailed wave energy results made by experts using
sophisticated instrumentation with statistical robustness under controlled
conditions. The wave height data collected at the bulkhead on Lake Auman
at 170 Simmons Drive lacks the complexity mentioned above and centered
on wave height measurements produced by passing boats that were towing
a skier, wake boats towing a wakeboarder, or a wake boat with biased
ballasting supporting wake surfing. For these studies, the variables of boat
weight, speed, and distance from the bulkhead are absent. For the Lake
Auman study, a yardstick was nailed securely to the bulkhead perpendicular
to the lake surface with the end at the level of the water when calm. Then when a boat
producing a wake passes, wave height, i.e., the distance up the yardstick that the wake
strikes, was recorded. For these measurements, the wave generating boats were
minimally 300-400 feet or more from the measuring site. In every case where wave
height was recorded, the boating activity was also recorded. These height
measurements are summarized as follows:
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1. A wave height of 32” was recorded from a wake boat supporting
surfing when the biased ballasted side of the boat faced our shore
and a 28” wave when the boat was traveling in the opposite direction.
2. Wave heights of 12” to 15” were recorded for wake boats towing
wakeboarders.
3. Wave heights of 3” to 5” were measured upon passage of a ski boat
pulling a skier.
Before these data are summarily dismissed, it should be noted that the
rank order of the wave heights are the same as those reported in every
study cited above. For the wake surfing wave heights, it has been shown
that wake size on the surfing side of a boat with biased ballasting is about
10% greater than on the non-surfing side [WSIA: Leveraging Data To Fuel
The Stroke]. Inspection of the wave heights in point 1 above also shows a
difference in wave height versus boat ballasting. These measurements
were made this summer when the lake level was 4” to 6” below full pool.
Had the lake been at full pool, the heights of the waves striking the
bulkhead yardstick would be somewhat higher due to decreased interaction
between wave and shoreline bottom in the deeper water.
One additional piece of incidental data underscoring the energy contents of
wakes produced by wake boats while wake surfing on Lake Auman should
be mentioned. Our sailboat weighs 2000 pounds and is docked on a 365
pound ShoreMaster boatlift. Initially when docking the sailboat, we would
raise the lift until the boat hull and keel were just out of the water. After a
period of rather intense wake surfing in our cove, we noticed our sailboat
and lift had been moved away from our finger pier due to force of the
wakes striking the hull underside of our boat and moving the boat and lift,
which has ski feet to sit on the lake bottom, some 16” to 20” from the lake
end of the pier. After readjusting the lift back to its original position, we now
raise the hull of our boat higher than the top of our bulkhead and have not
had any further movement of the boat and lift since the wakes can no
longer strike the hull. This movement did not result in damage to our
sailboat or lift but clearly highlights the force/energy content of wakes
generated by boats when operating under wake surfing conditions in a
relative narrow cove.

Shoreline Erosion and Vessel Wave Wakes
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The energy contained in wave wakes from recreational vessels on
shoreline erosion is often unnoticed and unmeasured in public and private
lakes. Boat wake mediated erosion is an extremely gradual process. Bauer
et al. calculated an approximation for the rate of erosion per boat passage
(0.01 – 0.03 mm/pass), from data collected following 500 or 1000 boat runs
past the same assay site [Bauer et al., 2002 ]. Unfortunately, there are no
field studies that have successfully quantitated individual erosion rates on a
perboatpassage basis simply because there is a lack of available robust
technologies with the sensitivity and precision to accurately measure such
small erosion rates. It should be noted that the shoreline erosion
information provided below concerns primarily erosion in bays and rivers
but that does not negate the relevance or applicability of this information to
recreational boat wake mediated shore bottom erosion in Lake Auman.
Shoreline erosion is a complex process and is influenced by the
composition of the bottom soil [Laderoute & Bauer, 2013]. Simplistically, if
the bottom material is able to resist the shear stress imparted by waves,
then there is no erosion. However, when the shear stress exceeds the
threshold for entrainment of the bottom material, erosion occurs. This is the
reason that the high-energy waves produced by wake boats are of special
interest to the issue of lake bottom erosion [Laderoute & Bauer, 2013]. The
impacts of large amplitude waves on the shoreline are very evident to the
human eye as clear water turns to a muddy slurry. In Lake Auman, wake
surfing in coves along the buoys is accompanied by an increase in
shoreline water turbidity indicating that small amounts of sediment have
been stripped from the bottom and put into suspension. Depending on the
number of wake boat passes and their frequency, the sediment will be
either redeposited in the same location or washed away from the shore
bottom. The redepositional/removal issue of lake bottom material at Lake
Auman is complicated by the presence of bulkheads which function as a
backboard and reflect the incoming wave back out into the lake. The
consequence of this movement of water at the bulkhead is twofold. The
incoming wave, if of sufficient energy, suspends bottom materials. Then
before the resuspended sediment can be deposited back onto the shore
bottom, the reflected wave washes the suspended material away from the
shore in an erosive event. As pointed out by Bauer [2002], the amount of
lake bottom removed per cycle is exceedingly small but the effect of each
cycle is cumulative and results is a net loss of lake bottom at the
bulkheaded shoreline. The cumulative nature of erosion from recreational
boat traffic has also been described by the studies of Laderoute and Bauer
[2013].
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For Lake Auman, the only information relating to shoreline erosion is fortuitous in
nature and involves our dog ramp leading from the bulkhead into the water. We have
used the same ramp in approximately the same position for the previous ~15 years.
Initially, the ramp was secured to the lake bottom by attachment to 6” concrete blocks
positioned on the lake bottom. About 3 to 4 years ago after the onset of wake surfing
in our cove, a second 6” concrete block was stacked on top of the original block so
that the ramp could be secured using the original tie-down straps. Except for the last
few years, the lake bottom was composed of primarily of sand and clay; presently, the
bottom has lost the majority of its original sandy composition. If one extrapolates
based on the need for a second 6” concrete block to secure the dog ramp, then one can
conclude that the lake bottom has lost 4” to 6” of bottom material. Two additional
points are relevant here. First, the lake bottom was stable for the preceding ~12 years
without loss of bottom material. Second, since the fetch for wind waves is short in our
cove, persistent wind waves or waves from severe storms would not account for the
loss of lake bottom material exclusively in the past several years relative to the total
15 year span that the ramp has been used at the bulkhead. Granted, this loss of lake
bottom is not from experiments where the data was time stamped and quantitatively
measured, but it does emphasize and is quite suggestive that the extensive wake
surfing that has occurred in our cove over the past ~4 years has significantly
contributed to shoreline erosion as has been reported in the literature by those
scientists that are expert in this area of study [Bauer, 2002; Laderoute & Bauer,
2013; Houser, 2010; Schafer et al., 2003; Roland & Douglas, 2005 Bilkovic
et al., 2017; Bilkovic et al., 2019].

Summary and Points for Consideration
Lake Auman is unique when compared with the majority of public or private
lakes. First and foremost, its approximate 900 acres are almost completely
enclosed by a bulkhead and the lake is completely spring fed resulting in
cold and clear water and thus is not influenced by currents of a supporting
watersource. Although the lake is relatively large in total area, the shape
and number of coves render it functionally smaller with regard to
recreational boating. However, this lake is and should be large enough to
accommodate the present level of boating activities for the entire
community. If compromise can be achieved, regulations governing boating
activities on Lake Auman can be drafted that are fair and reasonable.
These regulations should be broad in scope and encompass the current
and future nature of watercraft activities on this lake. Appropriate, fact
driven revision of some lake regulations would seem reasonable at this
juncture to ensure that future lake activities are enjoyed by all residents in a
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safe manner. Simply owning a powerful and expensive boat does not give
one carte blanche as far as their boating activities are concerned.
As the published data presented above clearly demonstrate, the energy
content and size of wakes produced by a wake boat will substantially
impact every other vessel on the lake in their sailing vicinity as well as
docked boats and the bulkheaded shoreline itself. Ruprecht et al. [2015]
concluded from their wave wake energy studies that since water skiing,
wake boarding and wake surfing each produce significantly different waves,
these activities should be managed separately. For Lake Auman, this
difference might entail (1) moving all shoreline buoys a minimum distance
of 350-400 feet from the shore; (2) increase the number of marker buoys to
reduce the amount of boat travel scalloping between buoys; (3) move all
wake surfing and wake boarding activities to the central region of the lake
and restrict these activities in any Lake Auman cove. The only changes to
water skiing or tubing would be that the shoreline marker buoys are
positioned a bit farther from the shoreline.
Since this AHC is now charged with defining the rules and regulations for
boating on Lake Auman, consideration of enforcement and a real-time
follow-up study of the consequences of any rules changes made by this
committee would seem a reasonable part of the AHC mandate. Rules
changes made in the absence of enforcement may not produce all/any of
the desired outcomes sought by this committee. Presently, SLW has been
fortunate to have a very dedicated and concerned number of people who
compose the lake VLP, but the VLP lacks real authority and the incident
reports issued lack real ramifications. It is perhaps time, considering the
number of boats registered and the boating activities now being practiced
on the lake, that Lake Auman have a professional Lake Safety Officer
during the boating season. This person would have authority and
responsibilities similar to a NC Wildlife Officer and would be authorized to
issue “ rules violation tickets” that are accompanied by meaningful fines.
Hopefully, the outcomes of the AHC will not be to simply maintain the
status quo with only minor modification to lake regulations. The AHC has a
unique opportunity to ensure that future boating activities on Lake Auman
will be enjoyable, accommodating, and safe for all residents of Seven
Lakes. The charge of the AHC should be to think boldly, outside of the box,
and to put present personal agendas aside in order to arrive at solutions
that represent and benefit the entire community.
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